**COMPETITION INFO**

_Waste Management, Inc., the Vanderbilt Sustainability and Environmental Management Office (SEMO), and VU Athletics_, are looking for the greenest group on campus during this year’s Vanderbilt Basketball Sustainability competition. Your group could win a catered VIP hospitality event in a private suite, 20 tickets to the game, and on-court recognition at the Vanderbilt vs. Arkansas basketball game on March 6, 2019!

Please thoroughly fill out the questions in the sections on the back of this application to tell us about the sustainable actions your department, organization, class, or group regularly do to make Vanderbilt a greener campus.

Applications are due by **FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15**, and can be emailed to sustainvu@vanderbilt.edu, faxed to 615.343.3883, or you can fill out an online version through Survey Monkey.

---

**GROUP INFO**

Group: ________________________________
Location: ________________________________
Contact Name: ___________________________
Contact Email: ___________________________
Contact Phone: ___________________________

**QUESTIONS** *(COMPLETE ANSWERS ON BACK)*

1. List the conservation/greening actions your organization engages in regularly. (i.e. Recycle paper, plastic and aluminum, turn off the lights, etc.) Be comprehensive as you will earn points for each answer.

2. List the conservation/greening actions your organization regularly engages in with other organizations. (i.e. Share documents electronically, carpool, etc.)

3. Describe how your organization is going above and beyond to make Vanderbilt more sustainable. What are the cool and unique things that your group does that you think others might not be doing OR that others could emulate?
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